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1 Background 
 

The Mamre Road Precinct (the Precinct) sits within the Western Sydney Employment Area, where 850 hectares of 
rural land has recently been rezoned for industrial purposes. 

This rezoning is part of the NSW Government efforts to fast track development within Western Sydney 
Aerotropolis and of the broader area surrounding the new Western Sydney Airport at Badgerys Creek; an area 
currently benefiting from significant infrastructure upgrades to support local amenities, housing, jobs, and 
investments.  

ESR Australia is currently preparing a State Significant Development Application (SSDA) for a 30-hectare industrial 
estate to be developed within the Mamre Road Precinct, referred to as the ESR Kemps Creek Logistics Park (the 
Park).   

This proposed development will contribute to the area’s future as an employment and industrial hub by facilitating 
significant growth and job opportunities in both construction and operational phases, and introducing several new 
local amenities. 

The Park will also act as a gateway to the new Western Sydney Airport and provide ideal spaces for large 
occupiers to establish new distribution centres, as critical transport corridors will be preserved and potential 
opportunities for an intermodal freight terminal will be explored. 
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2 The project  
To support the preparation of the SSDA, ESR engaged Elton Consulting to complete a range of consultation 
activities with local residents and businesses, the surrounding community and other relevant government 
departments and agencies, including those stipulated under the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 
Requirements (SEARs).  

This report outlines consultation undertaken from October to December 2020, and demonstrates ESR’s 
thoughtful, considered approach to providing stakeholders with clear project information and opportunities to be 
involved in the process and provide feedback.   

More specifically, consultation was completed to meet and exceed the following SEARs requirements:  

“Community and stakeholder engagement to include: 
» A detailed community and stakeholder participation strategy which identifies who in the community has been 

consulted and a justification for their selection, other stakeholders consulted and the form(s) of the 
consultation, including justification for the approach  

» A report on the results of the implementation of the strategy including issues raised by the community and 
the surrounding landowners and occupiers  

» Details of how issues raised during community and stakeholder consultation have been addressed and 
whether they have resulted in changes to the development  

» Details of the proposed approach to future community and stakeholder engagement based on the results of 
the consultation.” 

2.1 Engagement objectives  
The key objectives of the engagement activities undertaken were to consult with all relevant and interested 
stakeholders of the Park to: 

» Inform them early in the process of plans and visions for the Park, and Precinct overall  

» Provide a range of opportunities for stakeholders to have a say and provide feedback 

» Mitigate concerns surrounding development impacts  

» Facilitate support and excitement for the benefits offered by the Park 

» Establish relationships with the surrounding community and interested stakeholders, and  

» Satisfy SEARs requirements.  
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3 Consultation snapshot  
Tool  Description 

Project email 
 

A dedicated community email account was set up, managed by ESR and supported 
by Elton.  
This provided interested stakeholders an easy and direct line of contact to the 
project team, and allowed people to ask questions or submit feedback outside in-
person engagement in the instance they were unable or unwilling to attend due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  

Website  

 

Key information regarding the Park was published on ESR’s website, which was 
advertised on all distributed collateral. The website specifically provided:  
» A summary of the project and what it will deliver  
» Access to a factsheet detailing the planning process 
» Contact information for the project team  
» Commerical information targeted to stakeholders exploring business 

opportunities  

letterbox drops  
 
 

Two high-level factsheets were developed and delivered to surrounding residents 
and businesses: 
» 30 October 2020; 113 factsheets delivered  
» 23 November 2020; 172 factsheets delivered   

Stakeholder 
Workshops 

 

Two workshops were scheduled with various stakeholder groups, and government 
departments and agencies recognised by both the project team and SEARs as 
being key groups to engage with at this early stage of development.  
65 email invites were sent.  
» 8 December 2020, online stakeholder workshop; 9 attendees  
» 8 December 2020, in-person stakeholder workshop; 0 attendees  

Community 
Information and 

Feedback Session  

 

A Community Information and Feedback Session (CIFS) was held at Twin Creeks 
Golf and Country Club on 9 December 2020 from 3-7pm.  
Details of the session were included in one of the factsheets distributed as part of 
the letterbox drops.  
The CIFS provided an opportunity for stakeholders to meet the project team, ask 
questions, raise concerns and find out more information.   
A total of eight people attended.   
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4 Consultation outcomes 
4.1 Letterbox drops 
Elton Consulting carried out two letterbox drops to the residential area surrounding the Park site, on 30 October 
and 23 November.  

The factsheet delivered on 30 October acted as an introduction to the project and ESR, and included high-level 
information on the proposed development, its approval and construction timeline and an explainer on the 
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE) planning process. As a proactive measure, anticipated 
community questions were also answered.  

During the first letterbox drop, the team spoke with four residents about the project and factsheets were 
distributed to 113 homes. None of the residents spoken to expressed concern about the project; they deemed 
the Park site to be far enough removed to have little to no impact upon their daily activities. Landowners along 
Aldington Road received the letterbox drop on 30 October, no feedback was received. 

A copy of the first factsheet can be found in Appendix A.  
The factsheet distributed on 23 November provided similar summary information on the project and, most 
importantly, included an invite to the Community Information and Feedback Session (CIFS). As this factsheet 
included the CIFS invite, it was delivered to a larger distribution area to capture all potentially interested and/or 
impacted residents. This factsheet was delivered to 172 homes. Landowners along Aldington Road received the 
factsheet on 23 November, no feedback was received. 

A copy of the second factsheet can be found in Appendix B.  

Figure 1: Letterbox distribution area - 30 October 
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Figure 2: Letterbox distribution area - 23 November 
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4.2 Stakeholder workshops  
Two workshops were scheduled in December 2020, both dedicated to providing specific stakeholders with 
information about the project, and a forum for them to ask questions on behalf of the group, agency or 
department they represented.  

All 10 groups explicitly mentioned in the project SEARs were invited to participate in either an online or in-person 
workshop. An additional eight groups were also invited. These additional groups were included based on their 
interest and/or involvement in Western Sydney development, therefore deeming their participation appropriate 
and imperative.  

A copy of the w orkshop invitation can be found in Appendix C.  

A total of 65 invites were sent. Invitees included representatives from:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

» Penrith City Council  

» Endeavour Energy  

» Fire and Rescue NSW  

» NSW Rural Fire Service  

» Sydney Water  

» Transport for NSW (including RMS)  

» Western Parkland City Authority 

» Western Sydney Planning 
Partnership 

» WSA Co Ltd 

» Heritage NSW 

  

» Department of Planning, Industry 
and Environment (including specified 
departments) 

» Environment Protection Authority  

» Greater Sydney Commission 

» Western Sydney Business Chamber 

» Western Sydney Leadership Dialogue 

» Western Sydney Community Forum 

» Western Sydney Investment 
Attraction Office 

» Urban Development Institute of 
Australia 

 

The current COVID-19 pandemic has introduced new challenges to community engagement, 
specifically concerning accessibility.  
To help ensure accessible and inclusive engagement, efforts were made to provide both in-person 
and online options for engagement.  
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4.2.1 Online session  
On Tuesday 8 December, Elton Consulting facilitated an online workshop with key stakeholders identified in the 
SEARs requirements, as well as those known to have an interest or investment Western Sydney development.  

A total of eight stakeholders attended, from six different agencies and/or government departments.  

The workshop involved a short presentation from ESR, followed by an informal Q&A session facilitated by Elton 
Consulting.  

A copy of the presentation can be found in Appendix  D. 

Discussion themes 
Traffic 

Questions on traffic were expected and mainly concerned the extent to which traffic would be generated as well 
as how operation access would be managed. The importance of Abbott’s Road in the context of the site was 
raised regarding its potential as a distributor road if widening were to occur. 

Vision for Western Sydney  

Considering the rapid growth occurring in the broader area of Western Sydney, ESR was asked to consider how 
the Park fits in with the area’s overall goals and vision.  

Penrith City Council had particular interest in the site’s future tenants, with them being in favour of manufacturing 
industries as this would mean significant employment opportunities and growth. ESR assured establishing long-
term relationships is critical, and that potential tenants currently include companies in pharmaceutical distribution, 
e-retailing and supplier distribution. 

Frequently mentioned among the group was the collective goal between the agencies that the Park (and Mamre 
Road Precinct as a whole) would be part of the creation of a world-class standard in the area.  

  

Stakeholder Workshop Attendees 
Stakeholders 

» Mark Yee, Department of Planning, Industry and Environment 

» Melissa Rassac, Department of Planning, Industry and Environment 

» Greg Joblin, Greater Sydney Commission 

» Magly Coman, Transport for NSW 

» Laura Van Putten, Transport for NSW 

» Kerrie Symonds, Western Parkland City Authority  

» Joe Degabriele, Endeavour Energy 

» Anne Hurni, Penrith City Council 

ESR Project Team 

» Scott Falvey, General Manager NSW 

» Paul Jewiss, Development Manager 

» Riley Sampson, Assistant Development Manager 

Elton Consulting 

» Darius Turner, facilitator 

» Ella Burgess, note-taker 
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Challenges 

Challenges associated with the development of the Precinct was a common theme captured during the workshop. 
Potential challenges raised included: 

» Meeting the Development Control Plan (DCP) requirements; particularly directed to the timing surrounding 
earthworks and landscaping targets 

» Attaining clarity around delivery time to solidify ESR’s ability to secure clients 

» Concerns over servicing arrangements with Endeavour Energy 

» Agency lag where the land has been sold to developers, but the agencies are yet to provide services to the 
area. 

Further information 

Attendees identified several items during the workshop they would like further information on. These included: 

» Potential employment numbers 

» Transport links 

» Sustainability 

» Timing of the staged development.  

4.2.2 In-person session  
An in-person workshop was offered to stakeholders and was scheduled to occur immediately after the online 
session at ESR’s offices, however, all RSVPs opted to attend the online session.  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Project team response  
The workshop was successful as an initial meeting between the project team and key stakeholders. 
ESR will consider all advice given and continue to work with the above stakeholders to achieve 
mutually beneficial outcomes for project partners and Western Sydney communities.  
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4.3 Community information and feedback session  
A Community Information and 
Feedback Session was held at Twin 
Creeks Golf and Country Club on 
Wednesday 9 December, 3pm-7pm.  

It was a drop-in style event, where 
members of the surrounding 
community where invited to attend at 
any time during the four-hour period.  

The session was informal and 
welcoming, with members of the Elton 
Consulting and ESR project team on 
hand to answer questions and guide 
attendees through the project 
information.  

Two A0 display boards were set up in 
the room, which presented the most 
significant project information in a 
simple, visual way. Additional, 
supplementary resources were also 
available including factsheets and technical site maps, which were set up to aid conversations with attendees who 
required further detail.  

A copy of the A0 boards can be found in Appendix E. 
A total of eight people attended the session, most of whom identified themselves as long-standing residents of 
the area.  

Conversations with attendees revealed commonalities in sentiment and experience; a key observation of all 
attendees was how well-informed each was of development in Western Sydney, both underway and planned. 
Each attendee had significant knowledge of the planning process, land rezoning and ownership of different land 
parcels in the surrounding area. Their informed positions made for interesting and detailed discussion with the 
project team.  

Familiarity with the process meant each person understood the development’s purpose and the necessary steps 
required for SSDA approval.   

Questions asked were based on the residents’ assumption that the project will be approved and built, and focused 
on impacts relevant to post-development operations of the site, rather than impacts that can occur during 
development.  

Snapshot of comments heard, indicating sentiment: 

» “It’s all very interesting” 
» “Very interesting. We will wait and see”  
» “It’s all happening”  

» “It’s inevitable. Not much point in complaining”  

Discussion themes 
Parameters of development  

Many questions were in relation to the details of the built site, and its operations once open. These questions 
were asked in a way to gauge the level of impact once construction is complete. No one was overly concerned by 
these potential impacts, nor opposed to the overall proposal.  
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Attendees sought information on the different proposed heights of the structures, the types of tenants the site is 
likely to attract and what utilities would be needed to operate the site.  

Key things heard:  

» “What is its highest point?” 
» “What’s the height going to be?”  
» “Do you have tenants yet? What tenants are you targeting?” 

» “Will there be sewage on site?”  
How the Park will fit in to other development in the area  

As attendees were all acutely aware of 
wider development in Western Sydney, as 
well as smaller projects within Kemps 
Creek, a lot of discussion centred on how 
the Park will relate to and fit in with other 
development sites.  

Many people used the concept image 
displayed on one of the A0 boards to ask 
ESR team members which land belonged 
to them and which had been purchased 
by other developers. They also used this 
image to demonstrate their knowledge of 
where other development is underway in 
the area.  

There were a few enquiries regarding the 
current empty land near the Park site and 
the Capitol Hill residential area, privately 

owned by a local resident. People were interested in the zoning of the land, and if there were future plans for it. 
One attendee suggested the land be used to create a vegetation buffer between the site and the residents to help 
reduce noise and heat impacts.  

Another recurring enquiry was the impact of development within the Precinct on the nearby school and aged care 
home; people expressed fondness for these two facilities.  

Key things heard:  

» “Will the school be rezoned?” 
» “Will the school remain?” 

» “Is that the same for the aged care home?” 
» “What will happen to the school and retirement village? It is a beautiful retirement village” 

 
 

 
Project team response  
To support people’s knowledge of and interest in how the Park relates to other nearby development, 
the project team made a commitment to develop more contextual and detailed collateral to 
demonstrate this relationship better, including clearly showing the site’s location and dimensions.  
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4.4 Project email and website  
A dedicated project email was established and managed by the ESR team during this early engagement phase.  

At this stage, no enquiries or complaints have been received via the project email. 

A Kemps Creek Logistics Park page was also set up on ESR’s company website, to act as the ultimate authority of 
information and critical updates on the development.  

 

 

 

 
Project team response  
The email will remain open and active throughout the course of the project. It is predicted the email 
will be more utilised once the proposal is on public exhibition.   
The website will continue to be updated and will remain a source of truth for those seeking further 
information on the development.  
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5 Next steps  
Engagement activities were completed during the development’s pre-exhibition period and successfully introduced 
the project to key stakeholders and community members; allowing critical groups to meet and discuss the 
proposal with the project team to ask questions or provide feedback.  

ESR is committed to engaging and working with key stakeholders and interested parties and will continue to 
reach out to these groups to offer opportunities for consultation during public exhibition of the Park in 2021.  
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D Stakeholder workshop 
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